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5 Ways to Automate Your Merchant Risk Operations

1. Simplify Merchant Applications  
Don’t ask merchants to fill out multiple paper applications, and especially don’t 
ask them to fill in the same basic information (like name and address)  
more than once. Annoying your customers is a surefire way to lose them! 
Instead, use an application automation solution. Look for a provider that 
consolidates applications for multiple offerings into a single, efficient online 
process. Providing a stress-free experience will attract more merchants and  
reduce abandonments.

2. Automate KYC Due Diligence Checks  
Validating merchant-supplied information is your first and best defense against 
boarding bad actors. Manual Know Your Customer (KYC) checks are slow, 
eating up precious staff time while blocking the underwriting decision. Large 
or small, you should immediately automate all KYC due diligence. Look for a 
solution that meets card brand and ETA requirements, allows you to customize 
search terms and reports, and returns complete and accurate merchant KYC 
reports within minutes, 24/7/365.

3. Auto-decision as Many Merchants as Possible  
With proper scoring models, roughly half of your merchant applications can  
be automatically approved or declined. Auto-approving the best applicants 
helps win their business. Immediately declining obvious bad actors frees 
underwriters to focus on potentially lucrative legitimate merchants that require 
additional review before approving. Look for a solution that allows you to 
customize your scoring model by merchant type, and allows you to adjust the 
“risk flag” threshold to fit your unique business needs and risk appetite.

4. Streamline Your Workflow  
You’re not alone if your workflows are a Frankenstein mess. On the front end, 
you may be managing multiple forms to sell multiple products, while on the 
back end, coordinating sales, compliance, underwriter-to-final-signer flow, 
back-office systems, and your CRM further increases complexity. Replace 
cobbled-together processes with a coordinated and automated underwriting 
management system. Look for a solution with configurable applications and 
workflows to accommodate various merchant processing agreements, and 
make sure CRM integrations work with your existing tech stack.

5. Outsource Compliance Monitoring 
Crooks are clever and they’re looking to fool you into an approval. While  
pre-boarding KYC checks are a snapshot in time, continuous monitoring 
identifies potential transaction laundering and ensures ongoing compliance 
with regulatory and card network rules. Since bad actors are always on  
the move, look for a solution that allows you to track merchants across 
multiple acquirers. Also, your automated monitoring solution should let  
you proactively hold funds when red flags indicate possible chargebacks  
and allow you to customize queries to ensure high-risk merchants comply  
with all processing requirements.
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The Magic Sauce

While automation is critical to streamlining operations and winning clients, 
choosing unrelated point solutions can land you with a host of tech-integration 
issues, not to mention the headaches that go with managing multiple vendors.  
 
When you think of automation, the magic sauce is integration!  
 
Look for an integrated tech ecosystem that addresses the entire merchant  
lifecycle—including merchant application, KYC checks, underwriting, and  
ongoing compliance monitoring. A coordinated and technologically integrated  
end-to-end solution allows you to:

 � Accelerate time to revenue with faster underwriting decisions
 � Mitigate losses by quickly disqualifying problematic merchants
 � Scale back-office work by reducing repetitive tasks
 � Ensure persistent compliance with regulatory and card network rules
 � Manage a single vendor across merchant underwriting, KYC,  

and risk processes
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Conclusion
Signing new merchant accounts is essentially a race to see who approves the merchant 
first. You can’t just be fast; you have to be fast and careful. Payment processors who can 
meet merchant expectations for speed while still conducting effective KYC due diligence 
and underwriting win new, legitimate customers while weeding out the bad actors. Those 
who use automation to keep tabs on merchants once they’ve been boarded ensure 
ongoing compliance and protect their reputations.

Automation will define who wins and loses in the payment-providing game. To win, you 
need to automate. To win big, you need automation tools and processes that seamlessly 
integrate with each other to address all steps in the merchant lifecycle. 

Next Steps

Learn More     Are You Ready to Automate?  
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